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With this visually staggering film, director Denis Villeneuve brings us to a kind
of Ozymandias moment. It just has to be experienced on the biggest screen
possible. Blade Runner 2049 is a narcotic spectacle of eerie and pitiless
vastness, by turns satirical, tragic and romantic.
This is the sequel to the 1982 sci-fi classic, directed by Ridley Scott and based
on Philip K Dick’s novel Do Androids Dream Of Electric Sheep?, starring
Harrison Ford as a “blade runner”, a futureworld cop whose job is to track
down and kill disobedient almost-human androids known as replicants. The
2017 follow-up simply couldn’t be any more of a triumph: a stunning
enlargement and improvement.
Blade Runner 2049 is co-scripted by the original screenwriter, Hampton
Fancher, and riffs on the first film. There are poignant theme-variations on
memory and crying in the rain and a cityscape full of signs in different
languages (Russian, Japanese, Hindi, Korean), ghostly VR advertising avatars
and flashing corporate logos, playfully including the obsolete PanAm.
The setting is Los Angeles, 30 years on from the first film’s 2019 setting. The
corporation that once manufactured the replicants, whose spartacist uprising
was the original theme, has been bought out by an agribusiness empire owned
by one Niander Wallace (Jared Leto), a grotesque figure brooding on how to
create replicant-workers on a scale sufficient for his imperial plans. Ryan
Gosling plays LAPD officer K, a limited-lifespan replicant whose task is to track
down and destroy those first-gen models who can live as long as humans, and
are still illegally hiding out. K has a gorgeous virtual-reality live-in girlfriend,

quibblingly named Joi (Ana De Armas), with whom he believes himself to be in
love, though he understands that both she and he are constructed artefacts.
After making a sensational discovery, K embarks on a dangerous mission, and
both his LAPD boss Lieutenant Joshi (Robin Wright) and Wallace himself are
very interested in what he might discover. Wallace despatches his deadpan
assistant, named Luv and superbly played by Sylvia Hoeks, with an utterly
unnerving habit of crying when her face appears to show no human emotion at
all. It is all leading to a mysterious, Freudian encounter with Rick Deckard
himself, the outsider cop from the first film, played with haggard misanthropy
by Harrison Ford.
The sheer electric strangeness of everything that happens is what registers.
Every time K finishes a mission, he is taken to an interrogation module to be …
what? Debriefed? Decompressed? Deconstructed? He is subjected to a fierce
kind of call-and-response dialogue in which he has to respond to key words
such as “cells” to see if his humanoid/android identity balance is out of whack.
It is utterly bizarre, and yet entirely compelling, and persuasively normal in this
alienated universe. K’s aerial journeys in his battered, government-issue
squadcar-miniplane are similarly enthralling, and a scene in which he is
brought down over a gigantic rubbish dump in San Diego by a low-tech
harpoon gun is one of the most exciting action-movie scenes imaginable.
After: Peter Bradshaw, The Guardian, 29 Sep 17
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